[Chinese materia medica estrogen-like active substances induce the proliferation and differentiation of the neural stem cells].
Chinese medicine (CM) and Chinese materia medica (CMM) have a long history in treating neurodegenerative diseases. In recent years great progress has taken place in modern pharmacological studies on CMM inducing the proliferation and differentiation of neural stem cells (NSCs). In order to find out the internal correlation between classic CM theories and modern pharmacological achievements, the author raised that the estrogen-like activity of nurturing Gan and Shen CMM is one of CMM's mechanisms for inducing the proliferation and differentiation of NSCs through summarizing the progress of CMM's inducing the proliferation and differentiation of NSCs, taking nurturing Gan and Shen as the starting point, and combining the achievements of estrogen's inducing the proliferation and differentiation of NSCs.